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1. ‘Driver at the wheel?’: scenarios for a future traffic and transport 

system with automated vehicles 
– Uncertainties, vision and interactions 
– Broad societal consequences 
– No specific time horizon: four final stages 

 
2. Transition paths (fore- and backcasting) 

– challenges over time 
 

3. Perspective on policy options (in progress) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contents of scenario study Driver at the wheel:Vision of the future, taking into account interactions between technology and preferences, transport modes, etcWhich main uncertainties drive the development of automated driving? What are the main implications on society?Currently: transition paths towards the futureFocus now on step 2, working on step 3, but no time to deal with it
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Definition: SAE-levels of automation 

Level Name Example 
Human driver monitors the driving environment 

0 No automation Lane Departure Warning 
1 Driver assistance Adaptive Cruise Control 
2 Partial automation Parking Assistance 

Automated driving system monitors the driving environment 
3 Conditional automation Highway Chauffeur 
4 High automation Parking Garage Pilot 
5 Full automation Robot Taxi 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is automation? Society of Automotive EngineersIn this study we combine some levels: Level 1, 2: driver closely monitors surroundingsLevel 3, 4 technology starts to take over.  Level 3 and 4 are somewhat complex. The levels appear to be meant as additional, i.e. each level builds upon the preceding. However in a specific interpretation (parking assistance, separate highway lanes, etc.) level 4 may be much closer by than level 3 as Steve Shladover argued in Science. We interpret level 3/ 4 as system control for ordinary traffic on highways (no separate lanes etc) with human driver available to take over when system demands help. However, the system isn’t able to handle complex traffic such as mixed modes in cities.We discuss more specific issues, such as human – machine interaction as part of the transition pathsFull automation, level 5: car drives fully automated on all roads in every situation. Doesn’t need controls or steering wheel. 
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Driver at the wheel? Uncertainties and scenarios 
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level 3,4 

“Mobility as a service: 
any time, any place” 

“Fully automated 
private luxury” 

“Letting go on 
highways” 

“Multimodal & 
shared automation” 

level 5 

sharing 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two dominant uncertainties: Level of automation, driven by technology and preferencesDegree of sharing of car ownership and car tripsFour worldsOn the right two fully automated worlds, the lower one ‘Automated private luxury’ in which private ownership is dominant among consumers. Everybody drives his or her private cocoon. The upper one ‘Mobility as a service’ in which people order a vehicle from a fleet owner to take them where they want. Depending on their preferences they may share a car or pay to drive separately and more luxuriously vehicle.  On the left, two worlds in which technology doesn’t reach level 5. In Letting go on highways private cars can ride autonomously on highways, with people able to takeover in complex situations. That also applies to ‘Multimodal and shared automation’, but in that world preference for sharing is much higher, so car sharing and public transport  are much more prominent.We sketched these scenario’s in our previous publication , with a focus on the broad consequences for society
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Transition paths 
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Transition paths  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Picture highlights <klik> Four scenario worlds:  the four circles<klik> Color cars: various levels  <klik> Five major transition challenges:Man and machine, Cooperative driving, Mixed traffic, Urban dilemma, Self-driving cityI’ll come to that later on<klik> Timeline: a fast and slow development: it will take quite some time. 
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Experimentation Communication 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phase 1: Experimentation and penetrationPenetration of driver support systems (navigation) or vehicle support systems (lane departure warning).Penetration of systems that take over specific driving tasks: Adaptive cruise control, lane keeping assist Experimentation with higher levels of automation<klik> Phase 2 Communication and upscalingPenetration of connected / cooperative technology: vehicle  – vehicle, vehicle – infrastructure, vehicle – cloud. Not clear which system is best, much research needed.Upscaling: larger number of  l 1/2 automated vehicles in real traffic circumstances.Also increase of number of automated systems in public transport: level 3-4 systems on separate infrastructure (Wepod in test lane picture)
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Sharing flourishes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The sharing economy evolves. Sharing tools becomes common practice. That is linked to a preference for sustainability and green growth. Hence, increasing number of people start sharing cars. Requires substantial shift from current low rates of sharing.Governments and transport companies invest considerably in public transport  to improve inner city livability. They ban polluting cars from city centers.<klik> Automated metros, trams and busses appear on dedicated lanes, outside and in cities. Automation lowers the price of public transport. <klik> This evolves toward the Multimodal and shared automation world.<klik> The switch to level 5 depends on technological progress. That may be so fast that level 5 cars appear rather quickly, we skip the urban dilemma phase (green line)  (come to that later). But it may also take quite some time before technology is ready and it is safe to get rid of the steering wheel (read line). <klik> Depending on speeds of technological progress safe and reliable l5 cars may appear on the market. Increasingly private fleetowners offer cheap door to door mobility services. They ultimately replace a substantial part of public transport. The mobility as a service world has appeared.
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Evolution of the private car 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the experimentation and communication phases succeed and penetration of level 1/2 cars has proceeded, l 3/4 cars may start entering traffic. Consumers do not appreciate sharing, they stick with their own pimped car. The number of roads increases on which av are allowed, highways, roads outside urban areas without separate carriageways. AVs reduce congestion.<klik> The switch towards l 3/4 takes time because the stock of cars changes slowly (15- 20 vintages). Updating of older cars may speed up the process.<klik> Once penetration has become substantial we arrive at LgoH. Somewhere between 2045 and 2065. <klik> As in the previous path the switch to level 5 depends on the speed of technological progress. Ultimately we arrive in the automated private luxury world. <klik> However there is another option. In the picture there is a one way road towards the sharing path and towards the Mobility as a service world. Considerable cost advantages and the quality of mobility services may convince consumers to dispose of their private vehicles and turn to Maas. So the switch to sharing may also occur at a much later stage whan level 5 has been reached.
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Transition challenges 
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Man and machine (l 1/2) 

• Best of two worlds? 
– human beings excel in complex 

unexpected circumstances 
– technology supports driver  
– higher traffic safety  
– improved traffic flow  

 
• Or not?  

– driver looses attention: accidents 
– trust in technology undermined 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technique specific driving tasks (f.i. ACC), driver has to remain in active control. If technological support really helps to improve traffic safety and traffic flows, the level 1/2 car may already achieve a considerable part of the benefits of automated driving.But also serious doubts: how to keep human driver alert. Accidents may undermine trust in technology.
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Cooperative driving (l 1/2) 

• Holy grail?  
– Efficient road use 
– Higher traffic safety 
– Less congestion 
– Less CO2 

 
• Or bridge too far? 

– Sensor and software reliability 
– Cyber security: hacks, privacy 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cooperative driving via vehicle  – vehicle, vehicle – infrastructure or vehicle – cloud communication, uncertain which is best.Enables cars to drive on short distances at steady speed: benefits for road use, traffic safety and environmentBut depends on highly reliable and secure software systems. Security breaches may undermine trust in cooperative driving. 
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Mixed traffic (l 3/4) 

• Solves itself?  
– consumers appreciate safer traffic 

and efficient road use 
– investments in transition zones 

between highway and city  
 

• Or showstopper? 
– consumer prefers to be in control 
– dangerous interaction 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Level 3/4 cars will mix with l0 and 1/2 traffic How do l3/4 cars react to unexpected moves of  l0+1/2 cars? Solves itselfConsumers appreciate level 3/4 cars that support steady traffic flows and reduce congestions <klik> Transition zones may be needed on the edge of cities to have sufficient time for the driver to regain control. <klik> ShowstopperConsumers like to stay at the wheel + mavericks try to outsmart automated cars Consumers scarred by closely following or closely merging L3/4 carsDifficult to merge with platooning trucks 
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Urban dilemma (l 3/4) 

• Separate modes?  
– l5 technology far away 
– Adjust city infrastructure 
– l 3/4 lanes 

 
• Or driver in control? 

– l5 technology nearby 
– Separate modes to costly  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to deal with level 3/4 cars in cities?Main question once we have reached LgoH or MSA, how do we deal with L 3/4 cars in cities, especially European cities with narrow streets and mixed modes (bikes). Do we require that the driver stays in control? <klik> Or do we invest in separate lanes so that automated cars can enter the city on the autopilot? <klik> Crucial is state of technology. This phase may largely be absent if level 5 closely follows level 3/4. However it may well be that automated driving in a city like Amsterdam is so complex that it takes decades before the technology is able to deal with that. Then the urban dilemma pops up.
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Self driving city (l 5) 

• Contested space?  
– bikers and pedestrians take the road 
– car traffic comes to a standstill 

 
• Or flexible interaction? 

– physical separation 
– technology  
– ‘pushy’ automated vehicle 
– culture  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How will bikers and pedestrians interact with self driving cars? These cars are very safe so bikers and pedestrians can easily ignore all traffic lights. In particular in Amsterdam . That may block inner city traffic completely. Lots of fun for adolescents.May be solved in different ways. Physical separation already was mentioned in the urban dilemma, but is very expensive and hard to do in the last mile. Technology may help, on board or on street camera’s with automatic fine delivery. Or the av may start pushing when it is blocked.  Another option is that it may become part of the culture not to block these cars, many people both ride a bike and a car. So unclear how serious this problem will be.
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Transition highlights 
• Full transition will take quite some time: 2060 - 2100  

– technology, consumers, government, stock of cars, infrastructure 
 

• Path towards a future of sharing cars and rides 
– requires major shift on short and medium term 
– probable on long term 
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Level  Subject Major transition challenges 
1/2 man and machine best of both worlds or not? 
1/2 cooperative driving holy grail or bridge too far? 
3/4 mixed traffic on highway solves itself or showstopper? 
3/4 city infrastructure separate modes or driver in control? 
   5 self-driving city contested space or flexible interaction? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Takes much time because of many partly complementary adjustment and innovation processes.
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Thank you for your attention  
 
Scenario study Driver at the wheel?: 
english.kimnet.nl/publications/reports/2015/10/14/driver-
at-the-wheel 
 
Or google: ‘Driver at the wheel? KiM’ 
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